
Conceptualizing, 
Advancing & 

Institutionalizing 
Religious Freedom: 

Collaborating &
Coordinating 

between
Governments &

Grassroots



What is the 
definition of—
and the 
relationship 
between—
religious 
freedom and 
religious 
engagement?





Advocating

• An outside-in approach

• Positive
o International Religious Freedom 

Roundtable
o Agree on nothing—politically & 

theologically—except freedom of 
conscience or belief, and the right to 
choose, change, and share one’s values, 
to include bringing those values into 
discussions of public policy

• Negative
o Tendency toward single-issue advocacy
o Name, blame & shame



Building: Religious Freedom 
and the Rule of Law

• An inside-out approach...that sees the 
whole, placing religious freedom in local 
context...a theory of change:

• Space: ongoing trust-building that is 
deepening and expanding

• Scholarship: comparative perspectives 
presented (& applied)

• Standard: certificate training programs 
convened across sectors, educating & 
training, building trust

• Structure: like-minded certificate 
graduates equipped and connected for 
religious freedom and/or religious 
engagement

• Service: people of all beliefs/none living 
out their faith, serving their city/country, 
demonstrating good citizenship

• For more detail, please see: Chris Seiple (2014) FROM 
PARADOX TO POSSIBILITY: PRACTICING THE GOLDEN RULE IN 
A GLOBAL WORLD, The Review of Faith & International 
Affairs, 12:3, 55-62.
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Building: Religious Freedom 
and Security
• Positive Cycle:

o Create level playing field for pursuit of mutual happiness & social 
harmony

 Society’s choice as collective individuals: tolerate or celebrate the 
other?

 State’s choice as collective institutions: assimilate or integrate the 
other?

o Establish narrative of citizenship for all, especially faith communities

 Faith communities serve the poor, better society

 Their values stand against extremism, and corruption

 They help create stable environments attract FDI/job creation re 
youth bulge

• Negative Cycle:

o Drive religious groups underground >>>Paradoxical growth

o Create opaque atmosphere that leads to “us vs. them”

o Strike back >>> Government and religious groups

o Development of transnational/diasporan networks that feed the conflict

For more detail, please see: Seiple, C. & D. R. Hoover. 2012. “Religious Freedom 
and Global Security.” In A. D. Hertzke (ed.), The Future of Religious Freedom: 
Global Challenges. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 
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Building: Religious Freedom & Business



Building: Cross-Cultural Religious Literacy

CCRL is a set of skills

rooted in a set of competencies in

These skills and competencies contribute to, and are refined by, 
practical experiences of mutual engagement that are elicitive, 

empathetic & ethical, as embodied and lived in specific contexts. 

For a more comprehensive understanding of CCRL, please see: Full article: A Case for Cross-Cultural Religious Literacy (tandfonline.com).

evaluation negotiation communication

understanding 
oneself

understanding the 
religious “other” 

understanding the 
context of potential 

collaboration
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A Track 1.5
“Covenantal Pluralism:” 

A Stable State
&

A Civil Society

TOP-DOWN/Geo-Strategic/Track 1: 
CCRL equips governments 

to actively protect religious freedom
POLICY

BOTTOM-UP/Geo-Social/Track 2:
CCRL equips citizens 

to responsibly exercise religious freedom
PEOPLE



10 Best Practices for Improving Religious Freedom... | 
Christianity Today
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